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Tacoma Rose Society

UPCOMING EVENTS

An Affiliate of the American Rose Society
Celebrating 100+ Years of Roses
Recipient of a City of Destiny Award for
Volunteer Work at the Pt. Defiance Rose Garden

TRS March Meeting
CANCELLED

TRS MARCH MEETING HAS BEEN CANCELLED!
TRS Board Meeting

Monday, March 23, 7PM
Via the internet

Pt. Defiance Garden Sale
Pt. Defiance Pagoda
Setup: Friday, March 27
12:30 - 2:30
Sale: Saturday, March 28
9AM - 2PM or until
sold out
TRS April Meeting
Thursday, April 16
Fertilizer & alfalfa
will be delivered!
7PM, Gloria Dei Church

Hello TRS members,
I'm sorry to announce that TRS leadership and I have decided to cancel our March
meeting due to the continuing spread of the Coronavirus. We are looking into having
our March board meet via the internet. Thank you for your understanding and take care
of yourself.
Kerry Tynes
Gracie Baker was to be our featured speaker for March. She was going to tell us
about spring soil care, planting roses, early insect activity, and generally getting your
garden ready for spring. She says she will gladly answer your specific questions by
phone (253-851-5154).

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
KERRY TYNES, CONSULTING ROSARIAN, MASTER GARDENER
Hello Tacoma Rose Society Members and Friends,
Barbara and Bruce Lind and I spent part of last Saturday, under chilly conditions,
helping customers at the Portland Avenue Nursery pick out roses for their garden. This
was my third year representing TRS at a table with the Lind’s. It is always a pleasure
for me to assist people by learning what they want in their
garden and helping them pick the perfect rose. It was a
productive day and I look forward to doing it again next
year.
The 2020 Point Defiance Rose Garden Sale is March 28
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Please stay tuned to see if this
Garden Sale will have to be cancelled.

TRS President
Kerry Tynes

This year the Annual TRS Rose Show chairperson is Diane
Belknap. The show is on Saturday June 27, 2020 from 1 to
5 p.m. Set up will be on June 26 – the time will be
announced as we get closer to the event. Diane has been
reaching out to members for assistance and hopes you will
be able to help. Please contact her if you are interested, we
have a busy but very enjoyable day at our show.
253.509.4522.
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ANNUAL PRUNING OF THE PT. DEFIANCE ROSE GARDEN
WAS CANCELLED

Some interesting roses
available at
Raft Island Roses

Due to the concerns about the Coronavirus outbreak, the pruning of the Pt. Defiance
Rose Garden was cancelled. As you will see in the photos on page 7, some of us
came to answer questions from the general public and to do a little pruning. There
were 16 TRS members and about a dozen other people who came. We answered a
lot of questions, handed out some TRS handouts and did some pruning.
We started pruning the beds closest to the gazebo and were working our way
outwards. Steve Herbig, Pt. Defiance Horticulturist, has tagged those rows that have
been pruned.
Steve will have cans out for trimmings at the gazebo, Monday - Friday, from 8am 2:30pm for anyone who has the time to do some more pruning. Please come if you
have the time and energy to help get this job done.

‘Crimson Cascade’
Climber, dark red

And, most importantly, please be safe!

ASK THE CONSULTING ROSARIAN
JOHN MOE, MASTER ROSARIAN
Q – I must live in one of the warmer microclimates that you always talk about, as
there are a number of my roses leafing out. One of those that I bought at the auction
last fall has red leaves. My others don’t have this, so is it OK or is there something
wrong with this bush?
A – No, there is nothing wrong, as this is normal for some varieties. The new foliage
of some roses starts out a deep red to nearly purple in color, while some start out as
green. The red foliage will typically change over to green as the new foliage ages.
Q – I think that the program interest survey that we filled out at the last meeting was
great! I do appreciate that you want to know what our interests are. Thank you for
doing this! What were some of the top requests and will we see them in our
programs?
A –Thanks to all of you who took the time and effort to do this! We will use your
requests and do our best to get as many of these in our programs this year! The top
requests were; growing and pruning climbers, diseases, supports for climbers,
propagating, fertilizing, insects, soil preparation, container growing, sprayers and
mulches. There will be a copy of the tabulated results at the sign-in desk at the next
meeting. There were requests for every item on that list so it shows that there is a
wide interest. I will coordinate with Bruce on those that were not among the top
picks and see if he can include some of them in the “early bird” sessions.

‘Dancing in the Dark’
Shrub, dark red

‘Lichfield Angel’
Shrub (Austin), white

Q – I have heard you mention those bagged roses before that are available at some
of the big box stores, and do not recommend them. What is your reasoning for this?
A – Roses are generally sold as bare-root, potted or in small bags. Bare-root or
potted plants are the best. I was at one of these stores the other day and see that
they have a supply of the bagged ones on hand. These roses are typically a grade 1
½ or 2, and are not the best quality as the roots have been severely chopped to fit
into the bag, thus my non-recommendation! If you do buy one of these, do so early
as they tend to dry out quickly and typically receive no care while at the store.
Generally speaking, you will have a better plant if you purchase them from a
reputable nursery. One of the best is Raft Island Roses, one of our outstanding
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‘Perfume Breeze’
Climber, pink blend
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supporters. Let’s support them when we can. They have a lot of quality grade 1
plants for you now.
Q – What is so special about the Puyallup fertilizer? Can’t I go to Home Depot,
Lowes, McLendon’s, etc., and pick up basically the same thing?
A – Yes, you can get fertilizer at the places that you mentioned, but it just isn’t the
same or as good! The Puyallup fertilizer is a custom blended mix for us in that they
add the micronutrients and trace elements determined to be the best for growing
roses in the PNW. This year it will be available in 25 lb. bags that will be a lot easier
to handle and will sell for $13. You must reserve your order in advance! You can
reserve your order by calling or emailing Barbara Lind (253-565-0246,
barbaralind@mac.com). Gardeners – this fertilizer is great for your veggie beds as
well!

USING ACCESSORIES WITH ROSE ARRANGEMENTS

Use of a plastic circle as
an accessory

Accessories may be effectively used in rose arrangements, however, they may also
be misused, as well. Just what is an accessory? The definition in the ARS Rose
Arrangements Judging Manual presents accessories as anything added to a design
other than plant material, container, base, background, mechanics or staging. This
seems simple enough, right?
What are some purposes for using accessories? They may be used to INTERPRET
a class THEME in a rose show. For instance, a glass float ball might be placed
strategically near a design with a beach or sea theme. Care must be taken as
to the size of the accessory. AN ACCESSORY SHOULD BE SUBORDINATE. It
would not do to have one of those huge 15" glass balls overpowering the rose
arrangement. It would not be subordinate to the design. An accessory should not
dominate over the design.

Use of a mask as
an accessory

‘Polar Express’
Shrub, white

Traditional designs use realistic accessories, such as figurines of birds, animals or
people. Other accessories that might be used to express a theme might be interesting
objects like small jewelry boxes, fans, paperweights or books. Besides helping to
carry out a theme, an accessory is also useful in helping to BALANCE the design. It
is best to use a base of some sort under the design and accessory so that unity is
established. Without this unity, placement that is too far away from the design might
be distracting or seem like an afterthought. An accessory might be effective placed
on the table to one side or the other. It may be placed on the lip of the container or
within the design, however, the accessory can not provide the structural line of a
design, as it is always in a subordinate position. Some designers slightly elevate
accessories near the design for a dramatic effect.
(A Note: Never use a treasured accessory in a flower show that will be dearly
missed if it is broken or stolen.)
Creative designs use more modern accessories, but the same basic rule of design
still apply. Abstracted art forms or art objects are good choices. In addition to
ADDING INTEREST to the design, helping with balance and interpreting a theme,
accessories may be used to repeat a form or color, further unifying the entire design.
SCALE is another consideration when using an accessory(ies). All components of the
design, including accessories should be in proper scale to one another. I have never
forgotten an example one instructor gave about 'scale'. She told us to imagine a very
large person wearing a tiny hat, or the reverse, a very petite person wearing a huge
hat. In both cases, the scale is not correct.
Flower show schedules dictate the use of accessories. Driftwood may not be used as
an accessory, unless it has been purposely carved into a shape. Some special ARS
categories prohibit the use of accessories; Princess, Duchess and Duke Awards may
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not use accessories. Consult the rose show schedule regarding accessories. Stay
tuned. The 2020 Tacoma Rose Show schedule is being formulated. Diane Belknap is
our Show Chairperson. The show is scheduled for June 27, 2020.
PUYALLUP FERTILIZER AND ALFALFA
AT THE APRIL MEETING
The Puyallup Rose Society’s fund raiser is to sell fertilizer and alfalfa. We benefit from
this activity when they sell it to us and bring the bags to our meeting.
Puyallup fertilizer is designed with trace elements specifically for roses, but it can be
used as a general purpose fertilizer in your garden. Alfalfa meal is a good organic soil
additive and it contains a plant alcohol, tricontanol, that stimulates rose growth. It can
be used when planting roses, as a top dressing and as a spring tonic in alfalfa tea.

‘Alfred Sisley’
Shrub, Orange blend

In April Bill Wilson and his team will bring tons of fertilizer and alfalfa to the parking lot
behind Gloria Dei Lutheran Church. You will be able to drive up and our helpers will
load your car. The cost for alfalfa meal is $9 for a 25 lb bag. The 25 lb bag of fertilizer
is $13.
You must reserve your order in advance! You can reserve your order by calling or
emailing Barbara Lind (253-565-0246, barbaralind@mac.com).
You can pay ahead of time with a check if you want. Make the check payable to the
Puyallup Rose Society.

‘Burst of Joy’
Floribunda, Orange blend

POINT DEFIANCE ROSE GARDEN NEWS
Keith Ripley, Consulting Rosarian
At the end of February after receiving the 2020 lists of roses that are for sale at Raft
Island Roses and Portland Ave. Nursery the Point Defiance Rose Garden Advisory
Committee convened at the Martin’s residence for our annual assessment and
selection of roses that needed to be moved, added to or replaced with new roses.
Then, some roses in the garden were selected to be sold later this month at the
Pagoda Sale, which will ultimately benefit the Rose Garden. Our assessments and
selections were then presented to Steve Herbig, a Metro Parks’ Horticulturist and he
approved them.
Then, Committee Members Barbara and Bruce Lind purchased our selections from
Raft Island Roses and Portland Ave. Nursery, transported them to the green house at
Pt. Defiance and Mr. Herbig had his crew plant them in the Rose Garden this week.
We purchased over 25 roses in three classifications and Barbara Lind peppered
photos of them throughout this issue. The first class was shrubs. Remember the
Distant Drums rose I was talking about in the last QH. Well, I received more than my
wish and we now have 5 of these lovely shrubs in the Rose Garden! This Buck rose
can grow up to 5 feet high and is a repeater with large orange-blend flowers. We
complete the new shrubs with James Galway a full petaled light-pink rose and Alfred
Sisley, which is a double petaled orange-blend rose.
Across the garden are our three new floribundas and two new climber roses.
Maurice Utrillo is a striped red-blend rose, which was named in honor of the French
painter. Then, completing the floribundas we have Julie Andrews and Burst of Joy both grow large blooms in orange-blend clusters. Our two large climbers are Tropical
Lightening a striped orange-blend rose and Dizzy Heights a 1999 Garth Fryer
medium-red rose.
The next division of this article could have taken a chapter or two to tell how we
arrived at where we ended up on Saturday March 7th, which was our designated
Annual Spring Pruning and Pot-Luck Party date. However, for brevity and a little
understanding it is grossly truncated here. We – by Twitter, Facebook, email, walkietalkie, telephone tree and word of mouth learned that the pot-luck and pruning party at
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‘Distant Drums’
Shrub, Mauve

‘Dizzy Heights’
Climber, Medium red
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‘James Galway’
Shrub, Light pink

‘Julie Andrews’
Floribunda, Orange pink

‘Maurice Utrillo
Floribunda, Red blend

the Pt. Def. Rose Garden was cancelled. However, if people wanted to come to the
park at 9:00 AM on Saturday on their own we could still do a short ‘how to pruning
clinic’ and achieve some pruning.
Well, come they did. In the garden when Barbara & Bruce Lind and I arrived at
8:30 it was 33 degrees and not raining. And still they came - - starting about 9:00.
Before long, Bruce was in his element teaching over a dozen members of the
community the proper way to prune roses. Before long we had a total of 12 members
of the community pruning right along with 16 TRS members. It was Grand! However,
at about 10:00 AM it started to rain and it continued for the next hour. It had warmed
up to 36 degrees and we had only pruned about 1/3 of the roses in the main rose
garden. Thus, at 11:00 AM the consensus was that it was just too cold and wet to
continue. At this time, we had agreed to return to the rose garden during the next
weeks individually or in small groups and finish the pruning. We started our work on
the inner rings of each section. So, it will not be too difficult to look for new cuts on the
canes and their height to determine the next roses that need to be pruned in each
section. I’m confident that the entire rose garden will be pruned before we have our
sale at The Pagoda.
We will SET-UP for on our plant sale at The Pagoda Friday March 27 from 12:30 to
2:30. We will be featuring roses but please also bring any annuals, perennials,
bulbs, shrubs, etc. that you would like to donate. If you are going to pot up your
plants dig them out and pot them by Wednesday and give them a little more water
early on Thursday so that most can be drained before transport on Friday. If you are
going to put them in plastic bags try to double bag them and put some very damp
newspaper around the roots so they will stay more hydrated until they get replanted at
their new home. Two other important items to remember about your plants is to
please attach the name of the rose or plant on something that is waterproof and
attach it to the plant DIRECTLY --not on the pot or the bag. Then, please make sure
you notify Barbara Lind of the name of what you are bringing so she can have enough
time to find and print if need be a picture of it to show prospective buyers at the sale.
People usually are reluctant to make a purchase if they do not know at least what it is
going to look like – this is especially true for form & color. The Pagoda sale will be
held on Saturday March 28, 9:00AM to 2:00 PM or until we run out.
We are calling our ‘Garage Sale’ table items ‘Grandma’s Treasures’ this year and
Sue DeRome is the Committee Chairperson. Please bring all your donations for this
sale with you on Friday between 12:30 and 2:30 and if you can, please ask Sue if she
needs any help putting this section together. Please have the items for the sale in
good shape and clean enough to give to grandma as they are. We would appreciate
if the items are rose related, BUT DO NOT HAVE TO BE. They can be garden related
or even kitchen or den related – like books, puzzles, magazines or even Christmas or
Easter related. We will also have information on joining the TRS or the ARS and all
about rose culture on one of the tables.
For helpers on Saturday, please bring a snack or other food item to share with our
TRS members. Last year we sold out in ONE HOUR. However, given the
ramifications of this dreadful Coronavirus that might not be necessary. Please note
that we might have to cancel and reschedule. Or, we might be there all day if
customers are sparse. How is your crystal ball working? Be kind.

THE MAGIC OF MULCH!
Bruce Lind, Master Rosarian

‘Tropical Lightening’
Climber, Orange blend

A couple of years ago there was some serious damage
to a number of canes on the ‘Francis Meilland’ roses in
the bed near the Western gate into the Pt. Defiance
Rose Garden. Fortunately these roses had been
mulched with shredded leaves in the late fall.
In the images to the right you can see a rose with the
mulch in place and a close-up image of the same rose
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with the mulch removed. You can see how the cold-damage stops just short of the
base of the cane. The bottom image shows the result of the removal of the
damaged cane and the beautiful ‘apple green’
color of the severely pruned cane. The magic
and the miracle of mulch!
Mulch is a versatile tool for a gardener. Mulch
applied in the Spring can diminish the presence
of weeds (weeds being weeds, we just can’t
quite say eliminate the weeds), can help us
conserve water, and can also give our beds a
pleasing dark color as contrast to the brighter
colors present in our rose plants. Mulch
applied in the fall will also help to control the
weeds (the dang things grow all year long!) and
also provide an insulating layer to protect the
vital graft area of our rose plants. If you live in
a particularly cold area you will want to make
sure your mulch layer extends 8” to 12” above
the ground level. A good mulch should
‘breathe’ and drain well so our roses do not end
up spending the winter with wet feet. The
shredded leaves used at Pt. Defiance Park
seem to work well. Well composted cow
manure and professionally composted plant
material are also widely used and very effective.
Ask a Consulting Rosarian for a recommendation if you will be new to using mulch.
Note: This seemed worth repeating since this sort of damage was spotted
this spring when we went to prune the roses for a TRS “Snowbird.”

‘The Generous Gardner’
Shrub (Austin), light pink

‘Ring of Fire’
Hybrid tea, orange blend

DUES ARE DUE!
It is time to renew your membership in the Tacoma Rose Society. The cost is $20
per year per family. You can determine if you are “paid up” by looking at the
comment in this email or on your mailing label. If you are receiving this newsletter by
hard copy but have access to email, please consider switching to the email version.
It is beautiful in full color and is less costly for the society.

TACOMA ROSE SOCIETY - YEAR 2020 DUES
$20 per member/family/calendar year
Make checks payable to the Tacoma Rose Society
Please send to Barbara Lind, 2132 Bridgeport Way, University Place, WA 98466
Name
______________________________________________________________

‘Rosanna’
Climber, orange pink

Address
______________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip
______________________________________________________________
Telephone ________________Email address __________________________

I prefer my newsletter by e-mail (in color!) _____ hard copy _____

‘Home and Family’
Hybrid tea, white
Photos by Jo Martin & Barbara Lind
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Pruning at Pt. Defiance

Garage Sale Setup Day
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Barbara & Bruce Lind
2132 Bridgeport Way
University Place, WA
98466-4824

EDITOR’S E-Mail:
barbaralind@mac.com
Membership in the Tacoma Rose Society
is open to all. TRS is a non-profit
educational organization affiliated with the
American Rose Society.
Meetings: the third Thursday of the
months of Feb – June and Sept. – Nov.
Annual banquet is in January with a picnic
in August.
Dues: $20 per household per calendar
year. Check payable to the Tacoma Rose
Society.
Website:
www.tacomarosesociety.org
Webmaster: Steve Mitchell
smitcher@gmail.com
Meetings are held at
Gloria Dei Lutheran Church
3315 S. 19th St., Tacoma, WA

Park and enter in the back!
Driving Directions
From Northbound or Southbound I-5
take the Highway 16W Exit (132).
Continue Westbound to Union Ave Exit
(1B) and travel Northbound (right) on
Union Ave. There is a stoplight at the
intersection of Union Ave and S 19th St.
Gloria Dei Lutheran Church is about 1
block East. Turn right on S 19th and
then left into the parking lot.
The parking lot can also be accessed

March, 2020 Meeting
has been cancelled!

TRS Officers

President
Kerry Tynes, 253-970-5968
1st Vice President
Diane Belknap 253-858-2152
2nd VP & Program Chair
John Moe 253-815-1072
Secretary
Ron Bryan 206-200-6821
Treasurer
Barbara Lind 253-565-0246
Board Members
Sue DeRome 253-383-4544
Hank Goeyenbier 253-952-0154
Victoria O’Neill 253-391-0046
Bruce Lind 253-565-0246
Keith Ripley 253-474-9603
Past President
Matt Hixon 253-677-8634
Special Advisory Board
Jo Martin 253-752-5857
Diane Proff 253-927-5867
Daisy Radloff 253-272-0063
Consulting Rosarian Chair
Bruce Lind 253-565-0246
Artistic Director
Monica Weidman 253-756-8833
Door Prizes Chair
Sue DeRome 253-383-4544
Sunshine Chair
Jo Martin 253-752-5857
Hospitality Co-Chairs
Gracie Baker & Becky Rehburg

ARS & TRS Consulting Rosarians
(* = Master Rosarian)
Sheldon Arkin, 253-606-9040, South Tacoma
Gracie Baker*, 253-851-5154, Gig Harbor
Diane Belknap, 253-858-2152, Gig Harbor
Andy Bergsagel, 310-909-6904, Bremerton
Ava Brock, 253-381-4862, North Tacoma
Sally Eastman, 206-931-7474, Poulsbo
Faith Gant*, 425-888-5245, North Bend
Jack Kiley*, 360-754-4937, Olympia
Dennis Konsmo*, 253-278-5891, Gig Harbor
Margaret Leisner*, 253-537-2564, S Tacoma
Bruce* & Barbara* Lind, 253-565-0246,
University Place
Jo Martin*, 253-752-5857, Westgate
John Moe*, 253-815-1072, Federal Way
Mike* & Alexa Peterson, 425-226-8388, Renton
Cheryl Prescott, 253-789-1898, Lake Stevens
Diane Proff, 253-927-5867, Puyallup
Daisy Radloff, Central Tacoma
Becky Rehburg, 253-537-7945, Steilacoom
Betsy Rezba, 253-752-8425, Westgate
Keith Ripley, 253-474-9603, Spanaway
Dan Simmons, 253-862-0423, Puyallup
Kerry Tynes, 253-970-5968, Tacoma
Elena Williams*, 360-620-2642, Bremerton
Bill Wilson*, 253-840-3169, Puyallup

